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About This Game

Math Fun is amazing fun loving app for everyone. This app will let you learn math in an fun and easy manner while playing.

Features
-High Quality Graphics in the App.

-Play & Learn Addition, Subtraction, Division, Multiplication, Counting and Comparison.
-In each Category there are 10 Levels. (Demo Version has 3 Levels).

-Suitable for all age group.
-Fully Tested on Windows 7 & above.

-Ratings & Feedback Appreciated.
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Title: Math Fun
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Publisher:
Yash Future Tech Solutions Pvt Ltd
Release Date: 12 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later required

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB AMD or NVIDIA Graphic Card

Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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Okay well I get that this is an early access game and I truly hope that you continue on with it, but there are a few features that
need to be implemented into the game. A settings menu would be nice due to the fact that the particles cause me to lose frames
drastically. Other than that, so far it is a pretty decent horror game. It has a nice eerie atmospere and looks nice aswell. Just keep
with the game and it'll turn out fine.. I'm recommending only for those who are looking at the current sale for 65 cents
at that price this is a pretty decent game

But for six dollars (normal retail here in NZ) the game seriously seems like a
protoype for something better; cutting room floor scraps the developer is selling to fund
a larger product

. Honestly this is just "capitalism is terrible and alienating to everyone involved" the game. Without ever directly saying it.
Everyone seems to think that capitalism is just the way things are and the natural order in here which makes this a depressing
slogfest. I couldn't really relate to the characters either which didn't help.

Verdict? Depressing? and essentially pointless since it never actually points out that the real issue is capitalism, and just moans
about the world being unfair.. Wayout is an ok casual puzzler. As someone who tries to complete all achievements in all games,
I slogged through Wayout. The puzzle type is simply not to my fancy -- a personal dislike for the program's nature vs. anything
intrinsically wrong with the program or puzzle style itself.

The music is somewhat run of the mill for this style of game and the colour pallet was somewhat garish -- having a bit of an
EGA vibe at times (though there are of course more colours than those but that magenta \/cyan vibe was present.

Overall this is a decent puzzler with an ok number of achievements. There is nothing really wrong here, but I personally did not
enjoy completing this title.

Worth a buy for anyone interested in a casual puzzle game but just not my personal cup of tea.. i completed the game... but i
didnt find any boobies....
Damn well game is kinda tricky... good game..
false advertisements.... Very weird glitchy psychics just kill the game.
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Fun and cute game, but you should really only buy this game when it's on sale
I got it for 0,60\u20ac and got 1 hour of game time, even though the developers said it had 10.
. This Game has writen Handheld all over it.
First Thing you will notice... There are no cut sceens, No Story Panels between Missions.
The Story is only told during a Mission.
This will interupt the flow of Battle to an annoying Degree.

The Game is a causal Diablo Clone with giant Mechs in a dystopian Tokyo.
And as a Diablo Clone it gets even the basic ARPG Stuff not right.
Combat is boring
Loot is boring
Enemy Bots are stupid Lemmings
Your Team NPC are stupid as ****
Missions Maps are small Arena like affairs no procedural generated Mazes / Dungeons
Timelimit?! within Missions

Then are the technical Limitations.
No Graphics Options
Only Barebone Options...
Switching from Mission Menu to the Dock or to the Shop gives the Player a loading screen...
The Translation ranges from funny to incompetent.
Text is not always readable in the Mission Menu
The Player can get stuck in the Geometry

For an PS Vita Game it is an ohhkay mobile Game
For an 2017 Port to the Windows Platform it is lacking in every Aspect..

5/10 / Borderline Incompetent Port

Disclaimer
This is my Opinion! This is how i feel at this Moment in Time & Space about this Product!
This Opinion may change in the Future because of the "Panta rhei" Effect.

I don't care about other Point of Views and will delete Posts of SJW Nature.
If you want to Discuss like an Adult certain Topics of the Matter... You are Welcome to do so.
So... If you don't like my opinion give it a Thumb Down or click on the Funny Option.
Best Regards from sunny Zermany. Better without storyline, it won't make the game less repetitive anyway.

Otherwise pretty good fapware.. This is a good, simple and short game. Nice graphical style, nice sound design. I played it again
recently and noticed that controller support is much improved, so that the entire game is now playable with the controller.. funny
and for free :D. This game was better than I expected! It was amazing. I don't know how many endings there are, or which one
is right, or if ere even is a right end. But this Novel was very interesting and it was great.. If you can't approach this game with
nostalgia glasses, stay away. I was really trying to like this game but failed. However the game mechanics (kingdom
management) is quite nice, wish I could've played this game when it first came out. At that time I would've loved it! 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1132461557 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1389751321. You play as a crow running a hotel, what more could
you want?. This is quite possibly one of the most detailed routes available. Its also one of the shortest. While I recommend this
route understand there are caviats.

Free Roam and Carrer route only. New signals and no tutorial on reading them.

Rubbish time tables! You wont make them unless you exceed the speed limit the whole time, or exceed comfort on acceleration
(see unrealistic traction).

Again DTG includes trains with automatic dynamics. I must say that they do a much nicer job with the 1116 in the way they
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perform. When they bite in, they dont throw passengers three rows forward. Much more gradual.

Unrealistic traction, even in snow\/rain. While I know the Siemens engines have automatic sanding, the whole "I can do 300+k
Nm of traction" on a snowy day is quite disturbing. A bit of balencing would be nice, or adjustment to the UI.

The 2.5-2.7% grade will have you white knuckle on the brakes and dynamics. Especially when the couplers go slack when the
pneumatic brake release.
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